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Opportunity Zones

 Additional federal guidelines released 10/19/18 – some important clarifications

 Substantial Rehabilitation: investor must invest 100% of basis, within 30 months 
of acquisition, in property improvements

 Improved Land: land basis is no longer included in Substantial Rehabilitation 
requirement calculation

 Vacant Land: QOF can buy vacant land, but guidelines still unclear (substantial 
rehabilitation requirement, etc.)

 QOZs will lose designation 10 years from certification (12/31/28), but investor 
will be able to realize the 10-year hold benefit as long as exit takes place by 2047

 QOZ investment, via Qualified Opportunity Funds, is self regulated



Real Estate Debt Funds

 Private equity firms with real estate debt funds have amassed record sums for 
construction loans, bridge loans, and other risky types of debt

 Response to more stringent big bank lending standards

 Loan volume from these funds/other alternative lenders rose 40% last year to 
$60B, increasing this group’s share of the total market to 10% from 2% in 2014. 5x 
growth in 4 years…

 IO loans accounted for 73% of all loans converted into CMBS in the 9 months 
ended in September. Only 30% of the total in 2012, and 60% in 2007

 Lending standards falling, with surplus of capital and shortage of opportunities

 “Without ‘atypical’ property income growth, rising interest rates leave ‘more 
room for collateral values…to decline than rise.’” (Moody’s)



Leasing Slows but Jobs Grow

 Employers in Atlanta metro have created more than 52,000 new jobs so far 
this year, pushing unemployment down to 3.7%

 Despite job growth, net absorption has been negative each of the past two 
quarters, for a total loss of 158K 2Q-3Q

 Large corporate consolidations have led the loss: AT&T, Comcast, State Farm, 
General Motors

 As companies relocate/renew leases, taking less space/employee – 200SF/
employee+ in the 1990s, down to ~150SF/employee today

 With Class A rents at record highs, and class B vacancy at record lows, 
Atlanta CBD markets offer few compelling big block vacancies for tenants in 
the market, pushing them out to prominent Atlanta suburbs



Warehouse Demand Continues to Drive Down 
Vacancy

 Industrial real estate in the U.S. saw 
its 33rd straight quarter of declining 
vacancy nationwide in 3Q

 Nationwide industrial vacancy at 
7.2%, lowest level since 2000

 Consistent growth has been driven by 
e-commerce

 In 2000, e-commerce accounted for 
0.75% of all sales in the US. Today, 
e-commerce accounts for nearly 10%

 Noteworthy: Amazon is 50% of online 
sales



GA Landowners Actively Courting Casinos in 
Anticipation of Gambling Legalization

 Potential sites include: Airport City (College Park), Lake Hartwell (Whitworth 
family), LaGrange site (Selig/Hodges Ward Elliott)

 Interested in luring large-scale destination resort and casino venues to 100+ 
acre sites

 Current state law prohibits casino gambling, but a group of state reps is 
intent on pushing a bill in the next legislative session that would legalize 
gambling to three sites in the state

 Sites could generate 30,000 new jobs and $3.6B in new development

 Casino tax revenues could shore up HOPE funding, which is anticipated to 
run out of money by 2028



Real Estate Crowdfunding: Cadre in the News

 New Offering: Managed Portfolio

 Allows investors to allocate $250K or more across a portfolio of 10 
buildings, $25K to each building

 New Offering: Secondary Market

 Allows investors to sell position once they have held for at least one year

 Goal: increase liquidity for real estate sector

 Average accredited investor allocation to real assets is 5%, compared to 
20% for institutional investors


